
Goodbye, Thomas, 4/2/74 
If you write me again I will not answer. 

2444 In your incredibly stupid letter of the 30th, with a 
irrelevant in pseudo-scholarship mixed with an unrecoeni aér 
logical error that only blindness of refusal to recognize y 
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that you are an intrkder who at best can deter what can be 
thought that this is the best he can do. 

I do write to your insufferable self-glorification in 3 

ali, I do not regard concealing from your friends?" First of 
an aging intellig nce who coneeives his indulgences the most 
annoyances endshipe" For you to take the time you have 
act of friendship, nor are your inherent threats. Second of 
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There will be more 
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You are uiterly worthless in all of this except for those you pretend to oppose and 
dispise, and if you versist in your sophistry two thing will hapven: you will help then 
and I will see to it that your infamous usmekk conceit is suitably recorded. 

There is some awful nonsense you who lust for much fro: a nothing and uithout warrant 
have spread and believe. “his rubuish about "serets” is ones I am not at any time not 
seeking to arrange the ap vearance of completed work, of wiidh there is much, I have two 
appointments on this in the inrediate future, I an arse activly secking the oposite of 
‘secrecy, &@ suitable repository/archive. So stuff thet nonses back: uo the right hole end 
close your mouth so the stuff doesn t cone out that wice-open noles 

It is really cisgusting | to go over the absolute gar rbege that comes from so fine a 
mine, more so with the nauseating and unhidden seli-concept,| Like tje tracheostony ; 
“obliterating the original wound in senuedy’s anterioir neck." Or the "false location i sic] 
of the head vound...destroyed the Comassion’'s acecunt of the trajectoryeoo" In this graf 
you use the word "ninnyo” tou should heave signed that way with this and more like it.
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